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For all use cases in scientific 
computing in Finland
 

• Large (tier-1) scale simulations
• High throughput computing
• High-performance data analytics 
• Data streams 

• Most resource-intensive projects (Tier-0)
• Science and innovation policy priorities

(flagships, CoEs)
• Artificial intelligence
• Support for large research infras
• Collaboration with industry
• International collaboration
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EuroHPC – leading the way in the 
European supercomputing
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• The EU and national governments are jointly investing in high- 
performance computing (HPC) to help advancing research, 
innovation and industrial growth and keeping Europe globally 
competitive.

• EuroHPC Joint Undertaking has 32 European member 
countries. The budget includes public investments from the EU 
and participating states as well as investments from private 
sector.

• The EU call for proposals process resulted in a decision to place 
three pre-exascale supercomputers in Finland, Italy and Spain.







LUMI, the Queen of the North



LUMI Timeline
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Enhanced user experience

• In addition to traditional CLI, we wish to support high-level interfaces on 
LUMI, i.e. seamlessly integrate Jupyter Notebooks, Rstudio and such to 
back-end to LUMI

• Ultimately the LUMI resources being an extension to your laptop

• Large software budget will enable a rich stack of pre-installed software
• Datasets as a Service: curated large reference datasets available and 

maintained
• Interactive resources for steering batch job simulations
• Exhaustive user support by the LUMI User Support Team



LUMI user support

• LUMI user support and a centralized help-desk by the 
distributed LUMI User Support Team 
oThe model is based on a network of dedicated LUMI experts: 

each partner will provide one full-time person for the task
oUser Support Team will also provide end-user training, maintain 

the software portfolio and user documentation of the system

• CSC will be providing ”Level 3” support (e.g.  application 
enabling, methodology support) via its existing services as 
well as the EuroHPC Competence Center



•

•

•
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• More precise climate models and the 
interconnection of different climate models: How will 
living conditions change when the climate is 
warming?

• Shedding light on the causes of illness and 
improving personalized medicine: sequencing and 
analyzing of full genomes combined with data 
analysis and correlations to clinical data 

• Artificial intelligence (deep learning): analyzing large 
data sets (simulated and measured) and reanalyzing 
e.g. in atmospheric science, environmental science, 
climate modelling, material science and linguistics

• Self-driving cars and vessels: the study of related 
algorithms with previously unprecedented 
computing power

• Social sciences: large-scale data set analytics 
from social networks and the modelling of 
complex societal phenomena

• Fast-track for urgent computing needs in time- 
and mission-critical simulations, e.g. related to 
national or EU security or other major crisis e.g. 
pandemia. 
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Enabler of world-class scientific 
breakthroughs
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Next level European competence 
and business
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• LUMI research infrastructure  will position Europe as one of the 
global leaders in supercomputing.

• LUMI world-class computing resources will bring European RDI to 
the next level. 

• Unparalleled computing and data management capacities for 
researchers in academia both and industry will open up possibilities to 
address novel research questions.

• Up to 20% of LUMI’s capacity is reserved to European industry and 
SMEs, boosting innovation and new data-driven business in areas 
such as platform economy and AI.
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World-class environmental 
sustainability and cost-efficiency

23.11.2020 15

LUMI helps the European ICT sector in becoming greener and more cost-efficient, 
which is a necessity for reaching EU’s ambitious climate targets and paving the way 

for the green transition. 
With the smallest possible environmental burden and lowest cost for European 

taxpayers, LUMI is beyond compare .
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   100 %
Renewable energy

Produced with 
hydropower

20 %
Waste heat covers one 
fifth of the yearly district 

heating needs of Kajaani

Neutral

Footprint
-13500 T Co2eq

CO2
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A vibrant data center ecosystem 
platform with high scalability and connectivity
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• LUMI will be one of the world’s best-known scientific instruments for 
the lifespan of 2020–2026.

• The LUMI data center in Kajaani is highly scalable for large hardware 
installations and extensions or other potential infrastructure, making 
it ideal for a sustainable and expansive data center ecosystem. 

• The reliable high-speed data communications networks of the data 
center are designed specifically for HPC. 

• In addition, the LUMI data center aims for serving as a venue for other 
international e-infrastructures or as a repository for them.
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Data transfer capabilities of the 
2020’s

• LUMI research infrastructure is a direct part 
of the Nordic backbone

• Scalability for multi-terabit transmission 
needs already today, and readiness for future 
transmission technologies

• The Funet 2020 network supports the 
EuroHPC installation perfectly without needs 
for additional investments

• The next-generation NORDUnet connects 
the Kajaani LUMI site to GÉANT, ensuring 
European-wide availability of any HPC 
resources installed in Kajaani
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Close-up of the LUMI data center
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LUMI data center in Kajaani: opera onal in 2021. Copyright: Synopsis Architects Ltd ja Geometria Architecture Ltd. 
(images available at www.lumi-supercomputer.eu/media)
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LUMI data center in Kajaani: opera onal in 2021. Copyright: Synopsis Architects Ltd ja Geometria Architecture Ltd. 
(images available at www.lumi-supercomputer.eu/media)

How the LUMI data center will 
look like
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LUMI data center construction site 
in Kajaani, Finland
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More images: www.lumi-supercomputer.eu/media
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What makes LUMI a success story?

• Collaboration: LUMI is a unique joint effort of 10 countries and EU. First time 
ever in European HPC so many countries are committed to fund together a 
single installation – sharing funding and expertise will be a new course of action

• Sustainable future: Kajaani is the unbeatable location for Green ICT with its 
100% renewable energy, minimal carbon footprint, cost efficient electricity 
pricing, free cooling and ability to waste heat re-use. 

• Societal impact: The LUMI infrastructure will be among the most powerful in 
the world and it will significantly boost both research and industry. More than 
half an exaflop of computing power and a phenomenally wide scope of usage 
will make a huge difference, bringing European competitiveness to the next 
level.
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Added value for European 
competitiveness
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• LUMI research infrastructure at CSC’s data center in Kajaani will 
position Europe as one of the world leaders in supercomputing.

• European researchers can access world-class computing resources, 
which gives a boost to European research in nearly all scientific 
disciplines. It will help to attract top experts to universities and 
research institutes.

• Purchasing and operating supercomputers alone will not ensure 
Europe a leading place in innovation and science without the 
necessary HPC training and skills development. Thus, there is a 
strong focus on competence building.
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Enabling top research and 
scientific breakthroughs  
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• Increased possibilities for scientific breakthroughs with immense societal 
impact, such as understanding climate change. 

• HPC enables processing vast amounts of data, carrying out complex 
computations and simulations. Processing huge amounts of data would be 
impossible without ever faster computing. 

• Scientists will be able to tackle research questions in fields such as climate 
change, personalised medicine, brain functioning, cosmology, artificial 
intelligence and accelerate innovation in areas vital for the competitiveness 
of European economy such as manufacturing, engineering or designing 
new medication. 

• Provides a bypass for time-critical modeling e.g. pandemics
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